
The Ultimate Guide to Special Quality Die
Steel Heat Treatment Acceptance Criteria For
Die Casting
Die casting is a widely used manufacturing process in which molten metal is
injected under high pressure into a mold cavity. The quality of the mold is of
utmost importance in ensuring the success of the die casting process. One
crucial aspect of mold quality is the heat treatment of the die steel used.

Heat treatment is a process that involves heating and cooling of metals to
achieve desired mechanical properties. Special quality die steel, which is
specifically designed for die casting applications, undergoes a specific heat
treatment process to enhance its performance and durability.

In this article, we will explore the various heat treatment acceptance criteria that
are followed to ensure the highest quality of special quality die steel for die
casting.
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Understanding Special Quality Die Steel

Special quality die steel is a type of steel that is specifically formulated to
withstand the high pressures and temperatures involved in the die casting
process. It possesses excellent wear resistance, high toughness, and good heat
resistance, making it ideal for mold production.

The material composition of special quality die steel includes elements like
chromium, molybdenum, vanadium, and tungsten, which contribute to its unique
properties. However, the desired properties are achieved only through a precise
heat treatment process.

The Importance of Heat Treatment

Heat treatment plays a vital role in determining the properties and performance of
special quality die steel. It involves heating the steel to a specific temperature
range, holding it at that temperature, and then cooling it at a controlled rate.

The heat treatment process transforms the microstructure of the steel and alters
its properties, such as hardness, strength, toughness, and dimensional stability. It
also relieves internal stresses, removes impurities, and refines the grain structure
of the steel.

Acceptance Criteria for Heat Treatment

To ensure the highest quality of special quality die steel, several acceptance
criteria are followed during the heat treatment process. These criteria are based
on industry standards and the specific requirements of die casting applications.
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1. Temperature Control

One essential criterion is the accurate control of the heating temperature. The
steel must be heated to a precise temperature range, which is determined by
factors like the steel grade and the desired properties. Deviations in temperature
can lead to inconsistent microstructures and inferior mechanical properties.

Advanced methods like computer-controlled heating are employed to achieve
precise temperature control. Monitoring systems are used to continuously monitor
and adjust the heating process, ensuring uniformity and accuracy.

2. Holding Time

The holding time refers to the duration for which the steel is held at the specified
temperature. This time period allows for the complete transformation of the
microstructure and the attainment of the desired properties.

The holding time varies depending on the steel grade and thickness. It is crucial
to adhere to the recommended holding time to prevent under or over-aging of the
steel, both of which can negatively impact its properties.

3. Cooling Rate

The cooling rate after the holding time is another critical acceptance criterion. It
determines the final microstructure and properties of the steel. Rapid cooling,
also known as quenching, results in a harder and more brittle structure, while
slow cooling promotes a softer and more ductile structure.

The cooling rate is controlled by various methods, such as air cooling, oil
quenching, or water quenching. The selection of the cooling method depends on
the steel grade and the desired hardness and toughness.



4. Dimensional Stability

In addition to the mechanical properties, dimensional stability is another important
consideration during the heat treatment process. Die casting molds require high
dimensional accuracy to ensure the production of precise components.

Special quality die steel should exhibit minimal dimensional changes during the
heat treatment process. Any excessive distortion or warping can lead to rejects or
issues during the die casting process.

5. Surface Finish

The surface finish of the special quality die steel after heat treatment is also
crucial. It should be free from defects like cracks, pits, or scale. The surface
should be smooth and uniform to ensure proper mold release and maintain
dimensional accuracy.

Special quality die steel heat treatment acceptance criteria are vital to obtain the
desired mechanical properties, dimensional stability, and surface finish necessary
for successful die casting. Precise temperature control, appropriate holding time,
controlled cooling rate, dimensional stability, and excellent surface finish all
contribute to the high quality of special quality die steel molds.

By adhering to these acceptance criteria and following industry standards, die
casting manufacturers can ensure the production of reliable and durable molds
that deliver consistent results.
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These acceptance criteria and specifications are not intended for all die casting
applications. They apply where high volume production or critical performance is
required. Die casters and tool builders should insist that certification of the
Material Quality accompany each piece of Special Quality die steel purchased for
use in die casting dies and that certification of the Heat Treatment Quality
accompany each furnace load of Special Quality die steel hardened in
accordance with this protocol.

For applications requiring a high level of Material Quality and Heat Treatment
Quality, a variety of commercially available Special Quality die steels are listed in
this specification, designated as Grades B through E, Class 1 or 2, and should
meet the appropriate specification requirements of NADCA #207-2011.

For applications requiring a lesser level of Material Quality and/or Heat Treatment
Quality, Premium H13 die steel is available and should meet the specification
requirements of NADCA #207-2011 as Grade A or Grade F, Class 1 or 2.
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